Thank you to our supporters.

$10,000 - $14,999
AECOM
Anonymous
Hannah Blumenthal and Quentin Chu
Brookfield Properties
Lisa and Dick Cashin
Central Park Conservancy
Cheryl Cohen Effron
Fried Frank LLP
Tai and Ariella Golomb
Karen Brooks Hopkins
The Howard Hughes Corporation
Island Capital Group
Meredith James
JRCRZU Corp.
L+M Development Partners
Roney and Richard Menschel
Midtown Equities
Brooke and Daniel Neidich
Nuasim Next Generation Charter School
Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP
Vishaan Chakrabarti | Practice for Architecture and Urbanism
Kevin Ryan and Pascalleine Servan-Schreiber
Rachel, Sebastian and Darren Schuler
Sidewalk Labs
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Statue City Cruises, anchored by Hornblower
Stony Brook University
Suzy
Warburg Pincus
Julian Yap and Lauren Flicker Yap

$5,000 - $9,999
72andSunny
ACME Industrial, Inc.
Amber Court Communities
AmorePacific
Anonymous
Berlin Rosen
Blazing Saddles Bike Rentals & Tours
Buro Happold
Casa Cipriani South Street
Facebook
Justin Ginsburgh and Ruth Gerson
Alicia Glen
Gluckman Tang Architects
GroundTruth
HR&A Advisors
Hudson Yards
Ismaili CIVIC
KOF
Grace and Kim Lee
Xiao Linda Liu
MastroQA
May and Danielle Rudin Family Foundation, Inc.
MdeAS Architects
Charlie Miller and Alexis Kremen
The Nature Conservancy in New York
New York Cruise Lines
New York Building Congress
Chris and Caterina Den
George Olsen
REBNY Foundation
Red Hook Terminals
Andrew and Melissa Rosen

Sillman
South Bronx Community Charter High School
Syska Hennessy
Thornton Tomasetti Inc.
Mackenzie Uhlman and Tyler Moeller
The Walter & Phyllis Borton Foundation
Xavier High School
Nanar and Anthony Yoseloff

$2,500 - $4,999
Thomas Barber
BrightView Landscape Development, Inc.
Sophie Bristow
CAPALINO
Drake/Anderson
First Republic
Adam and Dana Freid
Great Performances Hospitality Group
iCrowd
Industry City
National Environmental Education Foundation
Rob Pirani and Eve Cagan
Risa Heller Communications

$1,000 - $2,499
Francis Barry
Edith Lillie Bartley
Merrit Bimbbaum and Luis Espinoza
Steven Blackman, Ph.D.
Michael Burke
Victoria and Scott Cerullo
Rachael D’Silva
Sharon Davis
Teresa and Michael Down
Edison Properties
Phil English
FXCollaborative
Theresa Galvin and Mark Almeida
Chloe and Gofed Fowl
Christopher Grosso
Ara Hangan
Dean Hee
Alexandra and Paul Herz
Sasha Hynes
Interior Architects
Rebecca and James Katz
Eva Keller and Tim Lynch
Mary and Tom Kinslow
Knickerbocker Chapter, NSDAR
Kramer Levin Natts & Frankel LLP
John Lavelle
Greta and Tony Mansour
Andi Phillips and Paul Hinton
Charles Radcliffe
Alexandra Romero and Costas Constantine
Janette Sadiq Khan
Joshua Sandbulte and Tracey Strauss
Sheri Singh and Marc Jacobs
Jackie Snyder
Charli Suber and Joseph Doran
Carl Weisbrod
Andrew Raymond Westerdale
Hope and Joe Whalen

Dominic Williams
Jen and Jeremy Yashar

$500 - $999
Rachel Abramovitz and Matt Schibanoff
Michael and Elizabeth Alfano
Anonymous
Amanda Baldwin
Thomas H. Bishop
Joshua and Nancy Blaine
Jonathan Bunch
North River Company
Daniel Castan
Patricia Daly and Henry Schreiber
Heather Daly
David Dishy
Bethany Dobson
Kathleen Corrigan and Philip Everson
Kiki Fahumnuaypohl
Connie Fishman
2021 Fried Frank Summer Associate Class
Ariel Goldman
Steven Gonzalez
Elena Grassmann
Lehua Hamashige
Ryan Harpster
Kei Hayashi
Kathryn Heintz
Dan Ivers
Timothy Ivers
Jeremiah Kane and Elizabeth Ferreira
Stephanie Kelly and Dylan Birchard
John Kline and S. Penny Windle
Elnara Kozlitina
Sandra Kulli
L. E. Phillips Family Foundation
Stacey Lastos
Jonathan Lonner and Lauren Young
Judy Mann
Stuart Martell
Melanie Meyers
Erica Neiges and Aaron Martinez
NYC Footy
Maxwell Oglesbee
Allison, Jefferson, and Brooke Pestronk
Eden Rafshoon
Arthur Shettle
Théo Spilka
Carrie and Matthew Sporer
Jason and Kate Sylvin
Amanda A. Tappen Foundation
Penelope Tarrant
Olivia Torres
Sara and Michael Trantar
Wendy Vaughan
West B
Sarah Chen and Matt Wilson
David and Timothy Wohlstatter-Rocha
Laura Wood

Special thank you to the thousands of supporters who made additional donations throughout the year, including while purchasing ferry tickets. For the audited financial statements of the Trust and the Friends, please visit govisland.org.